
How to fill in the application form … 

 

Data submitted in the online application form will be merged with the information you provided in 
your registration. The database then generates a PDF including all entries and your CV and university 
records. Recommendation letters uploaded by your referees will be automatically added. 

 

In order to avoid difficulties two hints about known problems in advance: 

Attention with the calendar: 

 

The online form uses an interactive calendar tool. We 
recommend to click  
first the year,  
then the month,  
then the day  
in order to avoid mistakes. 

 

Trouble with browser or Internet connection 

Our application form works without interim data storage of the information you filled in. Thus you 
need to fill it in at once without closing your browser. In theory it does not matter how long it takes 
you to fill the forms in. But we recommend to have your documents prepared and to avoid longer 
breaks while filling the form in. We experienced and have been reported that during a long break (> 1 
hour) a short interruption of the Internet connection can set the form back to the start when you 
click on the “next” button in order to switch to the next page. If this happens, please close the 
browser and start again. 

If you have other technical problems, it can help to try with another browser. 

  



 

What we expect you to fill in … 

 

 

2. ACADEMIC TRAINING 

About GPA 

If you apply during studies, please calculate the grade point average from so far available grades 
during of current studies. Many student apply in the final phase of their studies. Thus a final degree 
sheet is not required, but many universities provide online or upon request interim grade sheets. If 
available please hand in an overview of so far courses and grades with your university records (PDF 
to be uploaded on the last page of the application form). 

Grade point systems: 

0 – 100% e.g. India (100% best) 
A – F e.g. US America (A or A+ best) 
1 – 6  e.g. German (1 or 1+ best) 

If your university / country uses another system, please convert to the 0 – 100 % scale 

1 – 5 (e.g. Russia) multiply by 20 
1 – 20 (e.g. Portugal) multiply by 5 



 

If you do not have a Master’s please fill in the Master’s form nevertheless and write in the “Official 
degree” field the type of most recent degree you have qualifying your for PhD studies (Diploma, 4yrs 
Bachelor, Licenciatura, …) 

If the type of your studies (e.g. Diploma) are equivalent to Bachelor + Master, the field Bachelor’s 
Degree has not to be filled in. 

 



 

If you left the university of your Bachelor or Master studies for a research stay or exchange 
programme abroad, please fill in this field. 

 



If you studied in another field during or before the studies relevant for your application, please 
inform us here. 

 

 

  



3. LANGUAGE SKILLS 

Please estimate the level of your English skills yourself.  

We do not ask you to participate in an English test for this application. It is also not a relevant benefit 
if you do so. As we will have personal interviews we will in any case get an impression of your English 
skills ourselves, before we would make you an offer. 

But if you participated in a test, you can add the result here and include a proof in the PDF of your 
university documents. 

 

4. RESEARCH EXPERIENCE 

Research experience concerns positions you had in particular after your studies or in between if 
independent of your studies. It can include your Master’s thesis, in particular if carried out at another 
institution than the university of your Master studies. 
You do not need to mention again research work you already filled in in the form “Stay abroad”. 

 



 

 

 

Please fill this field in only if you have published in a PubMed listed international Journal in English 
language with a PubMed ID. It is not beneficial to fill in here another publication which does not 
belong here. For all other types of publication you can use a separate field below the conference 
contributions. 

 

 

  



The following field is for your contributions (oral or poster) to conferences. Other than a project 
meeting or institute seminar a conference is open for registration of other scientists from diverse 
groups not cooperating with you. That’s what is meant here. We assume that you participated in the 
conference yourself and not that somebody presented your poster. If so, please write behind the 
title “(presented by colleague)”. 

 

 

6. GROUP PREFERENCE 

Please choose in this field ideally in the order of preference Group Leaders, if you are interested in 
their project(s). You must choose at least one, you can choose up to five. Not all IPP Group Leaders 
are recruiting. The decision is not final but relevant for whose attention your application documents 
get. Recruiting Group Leaders will present their projects during the IPP Interviews. If you are invited 
you can change afterwards the preference again.  

 



 

File upload. For technical reasons uploaded files must be PDF. Please upload first your CV. 

In a second file please include your university degrees and grade sheets, if available also a copy of 
your English certificate. 

 

When both files are uploaded, please click the SUBMIT button. Your submission will be confirmed by 
Email. Your application cannot be changed anymore. 


